
Secondary Resources: 

Lesson Plan One 



Lesson Plan 1 - Secondary (60 mins) 
Ideally taught ahead of the start of Little Way Week

Learning Outcomes

•To know and be able to say why St Thérèse is a role model for us 
today and give at least three reasons why

•To be able to say how St Thérèse showed Christian love in action

•To be able to say what the ‘Little way’ of St Thérèse is

R.E. Curriculum Directory focus: The Church: 2.5 Mission

‘..Our pupils are called to share with the whole people of God in 
expressing this mission through serving contemporary society as priest, 
prophet and King. Together we are called to worship God through our 
every action for the common good. Through our actions the Church is to 
continue as the sign and source of reconciliation and hope in the victory 
of Christ to present our goodness to God.’

Links can be made to the four areas of study 
across all age groups but particularly to area 
two, ‘The Church’ and area four, ‘Life in 
Christ’.

Leaders in Learning: 

* Developing thinking skills 
* Advance organisers/audience and purpose: the use of mind mapping as 
   a tool for learning
* Working in groups, developing teams

Key vocabulary: novice; holiness; saint; vows; confirmed; service; 
mission; love; vision
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Introduction/Starter (5mins)

• Show a picture on the screen of someone helping others; e.g. from a 
local charity or from your own school charity events. What is 
happening in the picture?

• In pairs: ‘You have one minute to come up with three words that you 
think sum up the actions you can see in the picture.’ (They will 
hopefully come up with helping others, making others happy, 
goodness, love and possibly service.)

• Students’ feedback answers. Ask students to come up and write 
words on the board as they say them. Discuss the meaning of some 
of the words that they have chosen.

Explain (3 mins)

• October is a special month in the Church’s year. Why? (If they know, 
the most common answer will be that it is the month of Mary.)

• Explain that October is important for two very special women:

1. It is the month of Mary, the mother of Jesus.

2. It is when the feast day is celebrated of a famous saint called St 
Thérèse of Lisieux. October is the month when we remember St 
Thérèse of Lisieux in a special way.

• Use this opportunity to discuss the learning objectives and 
outcomes and link to the words they have identified in the starter 
task.

Role models (7 mins)

Ask 

• What is a role model? (Someone whose positive actions inspire us to 
be like them.)

• Perhaps show them pictures of famous role models on a PowerPoint 
slide. 
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 In pairs
• Name the famous people they have brought to mind and / or can 

see on the PowerPoint slide. What are they famous for? Give 
students two minutes for this and then show a picture or slide with 
an image of St Thérèse on it as well. 

• Who do you think the person in the picture is? (St Thérèse) Explain 
briefly that she is a saint and that she was very young when she 
died.

• Are all these people - the ones they’ve named or can see on the 
slide -  good role models for us today? Why/ why not? 

Ask: 

• How can we find out more about St Thérèse? (They may suggest an 
internet search/ library/ other source.) Which is best? Why?

• Show them a summary paragraph about St Thérèse’s life perhaps 
sourced from a Catholic website or book.  Ask them to look at the 
paragraph - printed or on a screen - and memorise as many facts as 
possible in 20 seconds. 

Ask: 

• What can you remember? Quick fire a few questions which they will 
struggle to answer; e.g. how old was she when she became a novice 
mistress? How many sisters did she have? Why was she first turned 
down when she tried to join the Carmelites?

• Do not expect a great response if any. This exercise is designed to 
prove a point.
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Ask: 

• Was that a good way to remember information? (No! Why not? Ask 
why looking at a text like that was not helpful for remembering 
information you need to know or learn.)

• Distribute copies of the mind map and ask the following questions 
as a quick fire activity. 

Using their mind maps, students shout the answers out: (8 mins)

1. How many sisters did she have?

2. What did they become?

3. What happened when she was four?

4. Why did her family move to Lisieux in France?

5. Why was she first turned down when she tried to join the 
Carmelites?

6. Where did she meet Pope Leo?

7. How old was she when she became a novice mistress?

8. What did she call the path to God and holiness?

9. What did it consist of?

10.Who declared her a doctor of the Church?

11.Where was she confirmed?

12.How old was she when she was confirmed?

13.When did she have a vision of the child Jesus?

14.Why was this vision important to her?

15.What happened when she was eight?

16.Who did she join in 1888?

17.When did she make her final vows?

18.How old was she?
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• After about 20 seconds continue to quick fire and repeat the 
same questions at random for about two - three minutes, or 
until they begin to show signs of knowing the answers without 
looking. Tell students to cover over their mind maps so they 
can’t see them. (They will know the answers without the mind 
map very quickly.)

Thinking about learning: (1 min)

• Why was that a better way to process information and remember it? 

• Why is mind mapping a useful tool in R.E. and other subjects? 

• What has the mind map got in it to help us remember? 

• Explain that the use of colour, order and a picture helps the brain to 
associate and make links between images, colours, words and 
shapes. This is how our brains work. Mind maps are brain friendly.

• What hasn’t the mind map got that would be useful? (Symbols, 
sound etc.)

Progress check – Refer back to the learning outcomes and ask: (1 min)

• What have you learned about St Thérèse? 

• What else do you need to find out to achieve the learning outcomes?

Ask: (10 mins)
What do you think St Thérèse’s ‘Little Way’ is? Open up the discussion 
and invite students to come up with suggestions. Explain that Little Way 
Week is coming up which is based on the spiritual teaching of St Thérèse. 
It is designed to encourage us to decide which 7 small actions to do in 
order to witness our faith through service.

• Discuss the answers and explain that this was Thérèse’s way of 
being close to God and that it was her pathway to holiness. She did 
something little everyday to make others’ lives better and to express 
her love of God. This was her way of showing God’s love in action. 
Explain that this is something that we can relate to because we can 
all do little things to help others. 
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• Explain that putting God’s love into action is at the centre of 
Christian life. Holiness and becoming a saint is a response to God’s 
love. When Pope Benedict XVI visited Britain recently he called young 
people to be saints in their everyday lives.

• You may wish to include a scripture reading here such as Jesus’ 
command to love your neighbour as yourself, to reinforce the 
concept of love in action (Mark 12: 31).

• Emphasise too that St Thérèse was only able to live her ‘Little Way’ 
because she prayed - she had a relationship with God and talked to 
him daily, asking Him to give her the strength to love and serve the 
people around her. None of us can love and serve other people 
without receiving the strength (grace) from God to do so. This is why 
daily prayer is so important if we want to love and serve others.

• (NB You can add information here depending on the age and ability 
of the students. Some students may need to watch a film excerpt 
here of St Thérèse’s life - e.g. the DVD ‘Relics and Roses’ - and 
some may need to read extracts from her work and poetry for more 
depth.)

• Ask students to think of examples of people today who have shown 
or show God’s love in action and to say how they show God’s love. 

Ask: 
Do you think St Thérèse is a good role model? Why/Why not? What 
can we learn from her?   
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• In trios or pairs (15 mins) students create their own mind map to 
answer the question:  Why is St Thérèse a good role model for young 
people today? 

• Explain how to create a good mind map (i.e. with colours and 
pictures and clear branches). 

• Ask for a minimum of three reasons why she would make a good 
role model.

Plenary (10 mins)

• Ask students to individually make up two questions based on 
today’s lesson and write down the questions, with answers. 

• Target individual students to ask a question to another student in 
the class; e.g ‘John, ask your question to a boy in the class.’ John 
has five seconds to choose a boy and say his name and then another 
five seconds to ask his question. If the boy gets it right he can then 
ask his own question to a girl and so on. 

• Try to include as many students as possible.
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Extra references that may be useful:
Great Missionaries (‘The Way’, pp 57 - 60, 72 - 76 and 
107)
The Prophetic Role of the Church (original version of ‘The 
Truth’ pp 63-78)
The Human Community (original version of ‘The Life’ - 
Who is my neighbour? P 106/ Social Justice pp 111-114) 

Bibliography
The Truth: Student Book, Original Edition, pp 63 - 78; P J McHugh; published by CTS; 
2001
The Life: Student Book, Original Edition, pp 106 - 114; P J McHugh; published by 
CTS; 2002
The Way: Student Book, Second Revised Edition, pp 57 - 60, 72 - 76 and 107; Sr 
Marcellina Cooney CP; published by Teachers’ Enterprise in Religious Education and 
CTS; 2009
The Truth: Student Book, Second Revised Edition, pp 95 - 105; Sr Marcellina Cooney 
CP; published by Teachers’ Enterprise in Religious Education and CTS; 2010
The Life: Student Book, Second Revised Edition, pp 110 - 115 and chapter 4 ‘God’s 
Call’; Sr Marcellina Cooney CP; published by published by Teachers’ Enterprise in 
Religious Education and CTS; 2011
Relics and Roses DVD; 2011
Religious Education Curriculum Directory For Schools and Colleges in England 
and Wales, Revised Edition, 3-19, The Department of Catholic Education and 
Formation of the Catholic Bishops’ Conference of England and Wales, 2012 
http://bit.ly/REcurriculum
Biblical citations in this resource pack are taken from the New Revised Jerusalem 
Bible; http://www.catholic.org/bible/
Video material: http://vimeo.com/channels/relics
Developing Thinking Skills, leaders in learning and the PLTs 
framework - www.education.gov.uk
*Timings offered are approximate.
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